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Dream away (DLM disco mix)
Dream away (DLM highway mix)
Dream away (DLM ambient mix)
Ven (DLM breathe mix)
Know
Under the rain
Rain drops on my window

LIVELÜLA, work, creativity and more audacity than ever
in their new digital EP "Dream Away"
On occasion applied the adjective "indefatigable" to define IBARRETXE MIGUEL, LIVELÜLA
alma mater. And to prove the correctness of the term, LIVELÜLA surprises us again with a
new production in the form of digital EP.
Under the generic title of "DREAM AWAY remixes" we find no less than three new visions of
"Dream Away", a piece that is already included, but not in these versions, the album "Blue
Sun", three new remixes ranging from the dance version to the more ambient.

LIVELÜLA :
SUSHI AND WASABI remixes
NICK DRAKE and revisits
The new digital EP includes two issues LIVELÜLA previously unpublished: "Under the Rain"
and "Raindrops on my window." But LIVELÜLA productive capacity does not end there,
there's more. A version "DLM Breathe Mix" of "VEN", song by WASABI Y SUSHI inclosed
on their debut album. It should be noted that WASABI Y SUSHI have been one of the
pleasant surprises of the indie scene in 2012. More info SUSHI Y WASABI:
www.florynatarecords.com
And finally "DREAM AWAY remixes" includes a final surprise, this is a version of "KNOW",
one of the songs included NICK DRAKE on his latest album "Pink Moon" in 1972. Nick
Drake, even at its small production, only three albums, and his untimely death at age 26, is
considered "cult musician", there are many artists cite him as a point of reference and names
like Elton John and Norah Jones their songs have versioning. LIVELÜLA now joins that list.
From LIVELÜLA available long life "Blue Sun" and ep digital "Back", "I Try" and now this
"Dream Away". Digital discs can only be achieved in the best online stores.
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